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On a constitutive relation for heterogeneous thermoelastic media 

M. BUISSON, A. MOLINARI and M. BERVEILLER (METZ) 

OUR AIM is to work out a general formulation of a constitutive relation for heterogeneous ther
moelastic media. In the first part, we consider a material with a given homogeneous temperature 
field: we are interested in the calculation of the local thermal stresses and the global behaviour 
of the homogeneous equivalent medium. In the second part, the transient temperature field 
is nonhomogeneous. Particular attention is devoted to thermoelastic damping. The global 
behaviour of the body appears to be viscoelastic due to thermoelastic coupling. In both cases, 
the material consists of grains with uniform mechanical properties in each grain. The field equa
tions of the problem are transformed into integral equations which are solved through a discre
tization scheme. 

Celem pracy jest og6lne sformulowanie zwi~zku konstytutywnego dla niejednorodnych osrod
k6w termospr~:iystych. Na wst~pie rozpatruje si~ material w znanym, jednorodnym polu tem
peratury: chodzi tu o wyznaczenie lokalnych napr~:ien termicznych oraz globalnego zachowania 
si~ r6wnowa:inego osrodka jednorodnego. w dalszej c~ci pracy nieustalone pole temperatury 
jest niejednorodne. Szczeg6ln~ uwag~ zwr6cono na tlumienie termospr~:iyste. Globalne zacho
wanie si~ ciala rna charakter lepkospr~:iysty w wyniku sp~:ienia termospr~:iystego. W obu 
przypadkach material sklada si~ z ziaren o stalych wlasno8ciach mechanicznych w obr~bie po
szczeg6lnych ziaren. R6wnania polowe zagadnienia przeksztalcono w r6wnania calkowe roz
wi~zywane metod~ dyskretyzacji. 

UeJILIO pa6oTbi .aamieTc.a o6~a.a <t>opMyJIHpoBKa onpe~eJUIIO~ero coCTHoweHHH .wm HeoAHo
po,l:UibiX TepMoynpyrHX cpe.n;. BH&QaJie p8CCM8TpBB8eTCH M&Tepaa.n B H3BeCTHOM, OAHOPOAHOM 
none TeMnepaTyp: 3~eCL HMeeTCH B BH)zy onpe~eJieHBe noKaJILHbiX TepMHIICCI<HX H&npH
>Kemrlf H rno6aJILHoro noae~eHH.a 3I<BHBaJieHTHo:H: OAHOPOAHOH cpeAI>I· B ,n;aJILHe:H:we:H: qaCTH 
pa6oTbl HeyCT&HOBHBWeec.a none TeMIIep&TYP HBJIHeTCH HeOAHOpO,l:UibiM. 0co6eHHoe BHB
MaHHe o6pa~eHo H8 TepMoynpyrHe 3aTyXaHBH. rno6am.Hoe noBe~eHHe TeJI8 HMeeT BJ13I<Oyn
pyrHH xapaKTep B pe3yJILT3Te TepMoynpyroro COIIpH>KeHBH. B o6oHX CJiyqaHX M8TepHaJI 
coCToHT H3 aepeH o nocTOHHHbiX MexaHHqeci<HX cao:H:CTBax B o6naCTH oT,n;eJILHbiX aepeH. IIo
neBhie ypaaHeHBH aa~atJH npeo6paaoB&Hhi a HHTerpaJILHbie ypaBHeHBH, pewaeMhxe MeTo,n;oM 
,n;HCI<peTH3&Inm. 

1. Introduction 

WE CONSIDER a heterogeneous polycrystalline medium consisting of disordered grains. 
Each grain has a linear thermoelastic behaviour. We are mostly interested in the mech
anical behaviour of the aggregate. 

Thermoelastic damping has been discussed by ZENER [26] who pointed out that a homo
geneous thermoelastic solid (e.g., a vibrating beam) dissipates mechanical energy via 
thermomechanical coupling and irreversibility due to heat conduction between the heated 
compressed and cooled extended region of the beam. The global behaviour appears to 
be a linear viscoelastic response. Zener also discussed the viscoelastic response of a poly
crystal with disoriented thermoelastic grains having identical mechanical properties. In 
both cases, the viscoelastic macroscopic behaviour is due to heat fluxes associated with 
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a nonhomogeneous temperature field: 
in the case of a vibrating beam, the nonhomogeneity of the temperature generated 

by a boundary condition is at a macroscopic scale; 
on the other hand, in the polycrystalline material, nonhomogeneity of the temperature 

field appears also at the microscopic grain scale. 
Our objective is a general formulation of a constitutive relation for a granular material 

with thermomechanical properties varying from grain to grain. For the assumed homo
geneous strain and temperature boundary conditions, we derive, under certain simplifying 
assumptions, relations which estimate the local strain and temperature. Effective proper
ties (particularly viscoelastic effects when the temperature field is nonuniform) result 
from these relations. 

Recent work has been devoted to the homogenization of thermoelastic heterogeneous 
media (FRANCFORT [10]; SuQUET [23]), where a multiple scale technique is used and is found 
to be specially useful for a material with space periodicity in the mechanical properties. 
Another general theory, proposed by BIOT [4] and investigated by BRUN [5],j uses a vari
ational principle to derive quite general results. Our approach relies upon an integral 
formulation of the problem. Such a method has been used in other works dealing with 
homogenization (see WILLIS [25] and MURA [18]): 

1. Research of the effective elasticity tensor of polycrystals by ZELLER and DEDERICHS 
[27]; determination of the equivalent homogeneous medium of an elastoplastic material 
{KRONER [14L HILL [12]). For perfectly disordered polycrystals, BERVEILLER and ZAOUI 
[3] use a self-consistent scheme. Results are obtained when the Eshelby's solution is used 
for an inclusion embedded in a homogeneous matrix or when using integral formulations. 
In this latter case, BERVEILLER [2] requires the knowledge of the Green's tensor of elasticity 
for a homogeneous isotropic infinitely extended medium. In a formal way, our calculations 
will require the use of Green's tensor of elasticity and of the elementary solution of the 
heat equation for a homogeneous, anisotropic, infinitely extended medium. 

2. In the case of a composite with periodic microstructures, effective properties may 
be deduced from characteristic field quantities which are periodic functions of space. This 
fact is made of by T. IWAKUMA and S. NEMAT-NASSER [19] to obtain an accurate estima
tion of overall mechanical properties of the material. Assuming the displacement field 
in the form of Fourier series, their quantitative results are similar to the results obtained 
with the use of Eshelby's tensor. 

After presentation of the general equations of the problem in Sect. 2, we successively 
consider the case of a material with a given homogeneous temperature field (Sect. 3) and 
with a nonhomogeneous transient temperature field (Sect. 4). 

The case of homogeneous temperature field has been considered by HASHIN and RosEN 
[11], LAWS [15], SEIICHI NOMURA and Tsu-WEI CHOU [20]. A viscoelastic effect does not 
appear in this case since temperature gradients are absent. Under the assumption of homo
geneity of deformation in each grain, we use an integral formulation very similar to an 
elastoplastic approach (thermal strains are similar to given plastic strains) by which we 
determinate the localization tensors. 

In Sect. 4 the temperature field may be nonhomogeneous and transient. Then irre
versibility due to heat gradients leads to viscoelastic macroscopic effects. We obtain a for-
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mutation of these effects via an integral formulation of the heat equation. Under specific 
simplifying assumptions, we derive localization tensors. 

The methods employed here may be used in principle in other problems involving 
diffusion processes and coupling. 

2. Governing equations 

Consider a thermoelastic medium whose constitutive equations are given by: 
1. The Duhamel-Neumann local law 

(2.1) (]iJ = Ci)kl ekz- f3u (), 

where Ciikl are the anisotropic elastic isothermal coefficients, {311 are the components of 
the thermal expansion tensor, aii is the Cauchy stress tensor, e11 is the infinitesimal strain 
tensor and () measures temperature variation from some reference absolute uniform 
value T 0 • 

Equivalent forms of Eq. (2.1) are 

where S;ikl are the elastic compliances and rx;1 the components of the free thermal expansion 
tensor. 

Identification of these equations requires 

f3u = CtJkl rxk, 

2. The heat equation which governs the evolution of the temperature () 

(2.2) 

where j represents the partial derivative-:..--, Ce is the heat capacity at constant deforma
ux1 

tion and kiJ is the heat conductivity tensor. 
For a heterogeneous medium, the coefficients C;Jkz, {3;b Ce, k;1 are space-dependent. 
We will only consider in this paper quasi-static problems. Then the equilibrium equa

tions in the absence of body forces 

(2.3) aii.J = 0 

complete the set of equations for the unknowns a;1 , e;1 , 0. 
In the following, we will examine two types of problems: 
thermoelasticity with a known stationary time-independent temperature field 0, 
thermoelasticity with a transient temperature field governed by the heat equation. 
In both cases, we transform the governing equations and the boundary conditions to 

equivalent integral equations from which it is possible to derive, through and adequate 
approximate scheme, concentration tensors and effective properties at the macroscopic 
scale. 
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3. 'lbermoelasticity with stationary temperature field 

We assume in this section that the field () of temperature is known, homogeneous and 
time-independent. This situation may occur in some stationary heat conduction problems. 
One may be interested in the calculation of local thermal stresses (which play an important 
role, for example, in crack initiation) as well as in the macroscopic behaviour of the ma
terial. 

3.1. Integral equation 

The Duhamel law (2.1) may be written in the following form: 

(3.1) 

where the elastic strain e:, is the difference between the total strain ek, and thermal strain e:, , 
(3.2) 

(3.3) 

An analogy appears between Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (2.3) of the stationary problem and 
the elastoplastic problem (KRONER [14]). 

The thermal strain £ 11 plays a role similar to plastic strain in an elastoplastic problem. 
This analogy does not work of course when we consider the evolution law of the thermal 
deformation (heat equation for thermoelasticity, but flow law for plasticity). Nevertheless, 
for the stationary thermoelastic problem considered in this section, the evolution law of 
thermal strain ef1 = rx110 plays no role and the analogy is complete. Then we can apply 
methods used in the context of elastoplasticity (.KRONER [14], BERVEILLER and ZAOUI [3]), 
to derive some results specific to stationary thermoelasticity. 

Combining the Duhamel law (2.1.) and the equilibrium equations (2.3), we obtain 

(3.4) [C11~:1 (r)(u1,~:(r)-e:1(r))]., = 0, 

where r is the position vector with the components x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , and uk,l is the gradient of 
the total displacement. 

Now we proceed to the transformation of Eqs. (3.4) to equivalent integral equations 
in a similar way as done by ZELLER and DEDERICHS [27] in the context of heterogeneous 
elasticity. We emphasize, as boundary conditions, that the total deformation 

(3.5) 

on the boundary ov is equal to a given uniform strain Ek~· 
Let us decompose the elastic tensor to a sum of an arbitrary uniform part and a space

dependent part: 

(3.6) 

In the same way, from boundary conditions we decompose the gradient of total displace
ment as follows: 

(3.7) 
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where U0 {r) defined modulo a rigid body displacement is a solution of 

0 1 ( 0 0 E"' = 2 uk,1+ u,,k)· 

Assuming the uniformity of E"~ in the body, it appears that 

ui(r) = 0 on Ov. 

Substitution ofEqs. (3.6) and (3.7) in Eq. (3.4) leads to the following equation: 

(3.8) 

where jj may be regarded as the j-th component of a fictitious body force given by 

(3.9) 

The Navier equation of elasticity (3.8) can be solved by the Green function method. 
We define, for the homogeneous elastic reference m~dium (with uniform elastic constant 
C~"' in the volume v), Green functions G"m solutions of the following equations: 

(3.1 0) c,~~~ Gkm, IJ(r' r') + (j lm lJ(r- r') = 0 

with the boundary condition 

(3.11) G"m = 0 on ov. 
Let us observe that our presentation of integral equation relies upon a pure mathema

tical treatment. In the first place, we assume for a finite anisotropic body ~he existence of 
the Green tensor (which is generally not known; WILLIS [25)]. In the second place, we will 
give some simplifying arguments leading us to the use of the Green tensor for an infinitely 
extended anisotropic medium (whose computation is possible by using, for example, the 
Fourier transform; FAIVRE [9]). 

In the formula (3.10), lJ1m is the Kronecker symbol and lJ(r-r') is the Dirac function. 
For a fixed m, lJ1m.lJ(r-r') represents the i-th component of a unit concentrated force 
at point r' and parallel to them axis. It is clear from Eq. (3.10) that Gkm is the k-th displace
ment component at point r due to this force and that the solution u of the Navier equa
tion (3.8) is in the form 

(3. 12) u,(r) = f G,1(r, r')jj(r')dr'. 
v 

Let us adopt a practical symbolism with the following notation: 

ii,(r) = (G,1•jj)(r). 

Using the expression (3.9) for fictitious forces in Eq. (3.12), then substituting Eq. (3.12) 
in Eq. (3. 7) we require, after differentiation, 

(3.13) u,.,m(r) = U~m+ [G,.1.tm*(C,1",u,,"- CtJ"'e:,)](r). 

Taking the symmetric part of G,1, tm with respect to the couple (m, n), we define the 
tensor r: 

(3.14) 
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We get by symmetrization 

(3.15) 

In these integral equations, the total strains are the only unknowns since the thermal 
strains are given as well as the uniform strain E2n at the boundary. 

Recalling that the thermal strain £ 0 is written 

we point out that the integral equations (3.15) constitute a functional relation of the local 
strain E and the uniform strain E0 for a given homogeneous temperature field 0. Using 
a self-consistent scheme for a granular material, we establish more precisely in the follow
ing a similar relation which expresses local strains in terms of averaged strains. 

3.2. Concentration tensor and effective properties 

Let us recall briefly the notion of concentration tensors A and a which link the local 
total strain E to the macroscopic total strain E and temperature 0 by (see LAws [15]): 

(3.16) eu(r) = A 11k,(r)Ekl-au(r)O, 

where r is the position vector. We can also get the concentration tensors B and b for the 
local stress a: 

(3.17) 

where E is the macroscopic stress. 
We assume that our heterogeneous medium statisfies Hill's hypothesis (no body forces, 

material with macrohomogeneous properties undergoes small strains, grain size is small 
compared to the size of the volume) under which the macroscopic stress E and strain E 
are the volume mean values of the local stresses a and strains E, 

(3.18) 
(a)= E, 

(E) = E. 

We also have, under Hill's hypothesis, 

(3.19) < (Ju>< eu) = < (JtJ eu). 

By taking the mean value of Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17), we require 

(3.20) (A) = 1 (B) = 1, (a) = 0, (b) = 0, 

where 1 is unit tensor. 
When the concentration tensor A is known, it is an easy task to obtain the effective 

coefficients in the macroscopic Duhamel law, 

(3.21) 1:,1 = c;)k,Ek,-IJi?O, 

where cerr and ~err are the effective elastic and thermal expansion tensors. Using the 
relation (3.16) and the local constitutive law (2.1 ), LAws [15] has obtained the following 
result: 

(3.22) 
cerr = (CA), 

~err= (~A), 
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where the tensor CA represents the contracted product of C and A. As we assume () is 
known, the constitutive equation (3.21) is sufficient to describe the behaviour of the ma
terial. 

In a similar manner, we can write 

(3.23) 

with 

(3.24) 
serr = (SB), 

Cleft = ( CIB). 

Let us note the following relations (see NoMURA et a/. [20]): 

~ett = cerr«err = (~A) = ( (C«)A). 

The preceding functional relation (3.16) of the total local strain e and the macroscopic 
strain E for a given homogeneous temperature field() is often of greater value (seeS. NEMAT

NASSER et a/. [19]) than the functionnal relation of e and the boundary uniform strain 
E0 given by the integral equations (3.15). Such a relation may be formally derived from 
the integral equations in that way: 

we define the tensors A0 and a0 such that Eqs. (3.15) may be formally written as 

Emn(r) = A~,.il(r)Ei~-a~,.(r)8. 

After averaging and using Eqs. (3.18), we deduce the relation between the total strain E, 

the uniform temperature() and the macroscopic deformation E 

E = A0(A0 )-1E- [a0 -A0(A0)-1(a0)]0 

which is of the conventional form 

e = AE-aO 

with 

and 
a= -Ao(Ao)-I(ao)+ao. 

This scheme has been indicated by Beradai and Berveiller (to be published in Cahiers 
du Groupe Fran~ais de Rheologie) in the context of elastoplasticity. 

For a macrohomogeneous granular material, we will present an equivalent result 
where some simplifications are first introduced in the integral equations. 

3.3. Equivalent form of integral equation 

Recalling from Hill's hypothesis that the volume of the body is large enough to be 
regarded as an infinitely extended medium, Green's tensor G becomes the Green-tensor 
for an infinitely extended homogeneous body with elastic coefficients C~kl: 

(3.25) 

with Gi,. = 0 and Gin.m = 0 at infinity. 

6* 
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We will describe the field of deformations in terms of the elastic- and the thermal
components, respectively £• and £11

, of the total strain £ 

e,1 = ef1+ e1J· 
The same decomposition is formally taken for the uniform strain E0 , this will be justified 
by using the self-consistent scheme 

(3.26) E o_ Eoe+Eo" 
I} - t J t J• 

Taking account of Eq. (3.25), the integral equations appear as convolutions. For example, 
we note Eq. (3.12) in the form 

(3.27) u11(r) = j G111(r-r')jj(r')dr' = (G111 •jj)(r). 

" 
Substituting the modified Green tensor Fm11tJ from Eq. (3.14) into Eq. (3.15), the integral 
equations may be written as 

(3.28) 

By uniformity of C0 and E", the term 

is zero. 
Then, by introducing it in the last term of the preceding equation, we obtain 

(3.29) 

Consequently, using the decompositions of£ (3.2) and E0 (3.26), we get an equivalent 
form of Eq. (3.29) in terms of the pure local elastic strain £•, the macroscopic one E0 • 

and the thermal deviation £11
- E0": 

(3.30) e;.ll = E~- ( e:.ll - E2:> + r mill}* [ Cwd e:,- c,~,i e:, - E~{)]. 
Introducing tensor a.0 such that 

Eo" = a.oo, 

we obtain an equivalent concentration relation in terms of macroscopic elastic strain and 
the uniform temperature: 

e;.ll = E2:- ((X mil - rx~ .. ) (} + r mill} * [ ct}ltl e:,- Ct~J:I ( IXJ;J - (X~,) 0]. 

An approximate solution of these linear integral equations can be sought by looking 
at the piecewise constant solution £• on a subdivision of the infinitely extended volume. 
We propose in the following a discretization based on a finite number of elements by 
using a self-consistent scheme; the subdomains are grains constituting a representative 
finite volume of the body. 

3.4. Granular material, self-consistent scheme 

We define the chara~teristic function of grain IX: 

A«(r) = 1 for r located in grain IX of volume Vac. 
LJ«(r) = 0 for r outside of grain IX. 
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The discretization is based on a simple approximation which is to replace for each 
grain all characteristic properties by their volume averages over the grain. Such piecewise 
uniformity has been previously used and given accurate results for low and moderate 
concentration (see S. NEMAT-NASSER et a/. [19]; BERVEILLER [2]). 

Taking account of this approximation, it appears that for an infinitely extended medium, 
any parameter should be practically given in terms of a sum over an infinite number of 
grains. Defining the average on the grain <X of any space-dependent variable (say Q(r )) by 

Q« = ~ J Q(r)dr, 
« v« 

the deviation of elastic properties from the reference homogeneous medium 

C(r) = C(r)-C0 

can be written as 
CX) 

Cf}tl(r) = }; [Ctjkl- c,~",]L1«(r). 
«=1 

However, using aN-sites self-consistent scheme, we propose an acceptable approximation 
yielding a finite summation: recalling that the grain-sizes are small compared to the size 
of the volume, we assimilate the body to an infinitely extended medium constituted of 
a finite aggregate of N grains embedded in a matrix whose characteristics are those of the 
homogeneous equivalent medium. This means that we neglect any contributions of grains 
located at the boundaries and that we focus our attention on the N grains constituting 
~major volume part representative of the body. 

The N-sites self-consistent scheme. In this case the uniform strain E0 is equal to the macroscopic 
deformation 

E0 = E 

and we justify the notion adopted for the elastic and thermal components 
Eoe = Ee, 

Eoa =Ea. 

Looking at integral equations, it is possible to proceed to a discretization over a finite 
number of grains. Assuming a uniform temperature 8, the deviation of thermal strain 
Ea- Ea is constant in the grain <X and may be first written in terms of an infinite serie: 

N ex:> 

Ea(r)-Ea = }; (Eacx_Ea)L1«(r) + }; (ea«_Ea)L1«(r) 
«=1 «=N+1 

but the last summation is equal to zero due to the homogeneity of the surrounding matrix 
(for <X > N, grain corresponds to the matrix). Consequently, the discretization of Eqs. 
(3.30) will be expressed in terms of finite summations by using the following equalities: 

Deviation of thermal strain 
N 

(3.31) Ea(r)- Ea = }; (ea«- Ea)L1«(r). 
«=1 

Deviation of elastic properties 
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The coefficients C1~"' and a.0 of the surrounding matrix are those of the homogeneous. 
equivalent medium. We note: 

and the discretization is 
N 

C(r) = C(r)-C0 = .J: (ca-cerf)L111(r), 
11=1 

(3.32) 
N 

m(r) = a.(r)-ti.O = 2: (tl.ll-tleff)LJII(r). 
11=1 

Elastic strain 
We assume that the elastic strain is uniform in each grain. ESHELBY [8] has proved 

this to be exact in the context of an elastoplastic inclusion problem when the plastic strain 
is supposed to be uniform in an ellipsoidal inclusion even if the elastic coefficient of the 
matrix and the inclusion are different. Our assumption of uniform elastic deformation in 
each grain, although not rigorously satisfied, may be considered as a reasonable approxi
mation for ellipsoidal grains. 

N 

(3.33) t:•(r) = l, t:ecxL111(r). 
at=-1 

Mter substitution of the strains t:•, f!' given by Eqs. (3.33) and (3.32) in the integral 
equation (330), we get 

N 

(3.34) E!,,.(r) = E:,,.-2 (e"11 -E:.,.)L111(r) 
11•1 

N 

+ ,2; [ cr1"' E:r- Ct1~,( E:f- £;,)] j F ,.,.,1(r- r')L111(r')dr'. 
11=1 y 

It turns out that the elastic deformation E!,,. given by Eq. (3.34) may be nonuniform over 
a grain <X. For consistency with our hypothesis of uniformity (3.33), we define the volume 
mean value on the grain {J of the elastic deformation: 

e{J 1 f E = -- <>e dVP m~t V: ~m,. • 
{J Yp 

(3.35) 

Consequently, the discretized equation becomes for {J = 1, ... , N 

N 

(3.36) efJ Ee ( aP Ea ) + ~ r.Pa. [C"' a. ea. cerr ( aa. Ea )] Em,. = mn- Em,.- m~t .2.,; m~ti} ijlcl E1c1 - ljlcl E1c1 - lei ' 

a.=l 

where 

(3.37) 
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Substituting the thermal strains, we obtain in terms of() 

N 

(3.38) efJ _ Ee -p () + ~ r tJ a. [C-a. ecx cerr -a. 0] 
Bmn - mn- CXmn L.J mnij ijkl ekl - ijld (Xkl • 

a.= I 

Recalling that the thermal strains ( £0 a. = aa.O) are known since () is given, the N tensorial 
equations (3.36) constitute a linear system describing the field of elastic deformation as 
a function of the macroscopic elastic strain Ee and the temperature field 0. 

The N + 1 tensorial unknowns are namely the N elastic deformations £efJ (for {J = 1 to 
N) and the effective elastic tensor cerr. It appears that the elastic deformation in grain {J 
is the superposition of the macroscopic elastic strain Ee and complicated interactions 
between grains characterized by the coupling terms rPa.. The supplementary equation is 
given by the self-consistency condition 

(3.39) 

which means (cf. Hill' results (3.18)) that the macroscopic strain E is the volumic mean 
value of microscopic strain £, and where]" is the voluminal fraction of grain y: 

vv 
r=-v 

(3.40) and 
£p = £e{J + £afJ. 

The scheme of calculation is the so-called N-site self-consistent scheme. We propose 
in Appendix 3 a presentation of the linear system in a matrix form which may be resolved 
with numerical computation. Such a resolution may be rather complicated for a great 
number of grains: however, it enables us to obtain a concentration relation which gives 
the interactions of a grain with its nearest neighbours. 

The one-site self-consl-rtent scheme. It is well known that accurate results are obtained when 
using a one-site self-consistent scheme in case of a matrix having perfectly disordered 
grains. Looking at Eqs. (3.36) and assuming that only one grain ({J) is embedded in the 
matrix, we obtain 

eP Ee ( aP Ea ) +FflP [C ... P efJ cerr ( afJ Ea )] Emn = mn- Bmn- mn mnij l)kle&:l - i)kl Eld - &:l • 

Introducing the following tensor lfj"' 
(3.4I) )a.tJ = C5a.{J 1' 

where C5a.p is the Kronecker symbol and 1 the fourth order unit tensor 

I 
I tJkl = T ( C5tk C5Jl + C5u C5Jk), 

we get the approximate strain localization law (no summation for repeated Greek indices): 

(3 42) etJ _ [fPP FflP C ... fJ ]-1El 
• 811 - mnkl- mnij ijkl mn 

[l tJ{J FfJP c-P J-l[JPP +FfJfJ cetr ]( a{J Ea) - mnkl- mnlj ijA;l m~trs mnpq Ptrs Er5 - r:s 
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which may be written for each grain p(p = I, ... , N) representative of the material. We 
add to these N tensorial equations with N + I unknowns (namely, Eefl for p = 1 to N and 
ce") the self-consistency condition (3.39) 

N 

E = ~jf1Ef1. 
{1=1 

Then one possible computation involves the substitution of Ee/1 from Eqs. (3.42) and 
(3.40) into the self-consistency condition. The resulting tensorial equation contains the 
tensorial unknown cerr which appears implicit due to the expression of the tensor rPtJ 

((3~37), (3.I4), (3.10) with cerr = C0
). This method is also applicable but more complex 

for the N-site self-consistent scheme (see BERVEILLER, ZAOUI [3] in the context of elasto
plasticity ). 

We proceed in the following to the treatment of thermoelasticity with a transient 
temperature field. The formulae indicated above dealing with thermostatics (LAws [15]), 
although formal, are rather classical. For consideration, quantitative results are given 
by NoMURA eta/., [20] for a binary glass-epoxy composite system; LAWS [16] in the case 
of a transversely isotropic composite (by using a self -consistent method) and BUDIANSKY 

[6] for an isotropic material. 

4. Thermoelasticity with transient temperature field 

Vfe con!)ider now problems with nonhomogeneous and transient temperature fields. 
To the Duhamel-Neumann law (2.I) and equilibrium equations (2.3) we must add the 
heat equation (2.2): we will have temperature gradients and viscoelastic effects. 

In the first part, we derive an integral formulation for the heat equation. Furthermore, 
in the same manner as in Sect. 3 we obtain an integral equation in which the local and 
macroscopic strains appear. Under certain simplifications we get, for a granular material, 
concentration relations which give the local strain as a linear function of all the past 
history of the macrostrain. Then the macroscopic constitutive law appears to be the same 
as that for a linear viscoelastic medium. 

4.1. Integral formulation of heat equation 
The transformation of the heat equation (2.2) 

(4.1) Ce(r)O(r, t) = [ktJ(r)0, 1(r, t)], 1+H(r, t) 

with the source term 

(4.2) H(r, t) = - ToPtJ(r) etJ(r, t) 

into an integral equation starts with the following first step. 
Let us consider a decomposition of heat capacity and conductivity tensor into an arbit

rary uniform part and a fluctuating part: 

Ce(r) = c~ + Ce(r), 
0 -ktJ(r) = kil+ktJ(r). 

(4.3) 
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ON A CONSTITUTIVE RELATION FOR HETEROGENEOUS THERMOELASTIC MEDIA 209 

By 1p(r, tfr', t') we denote the elementary solution of the heat equation for a homo
geneous material C~, k?1 in a domain V initially at uniform temperature and subjected 
at time t = 0 to an instantaneous heat deposit located at point r': 

0 o'l' ( I I ') ko ()2'JI ( ..Q( (4.4) · Ce Tt r,tr,t = ij OXtOXJ r,tfr',t')+u r-r')t5(t-t') 

with the boundary condition 

(4.5) tp(a, t/r', t') = 0 

for (a) located on the boundary av. 
In Appendix 2, we derive the integral equation governing the evolution of the solution 

0 of the equation ( 4.1): 

t 

(4.6) O(r, t) = f f 'l'(r, tfr', t')H(r', t')dr' dt' + C~ f 'l'(r, t/r', 0)0 (r', O)dr' 
0 v v 

t 

-J J ['l'(r, t/r', t')q8(r', t')-O(r', t') · q'P(r, tfr', t')]dSdt' 
av 

t 

-f f (C.(r')'l'(r, t/r', t')O(r', t')-O(r', t') a~; [ku(r') O~j 'l'(r, t/r', t')]) drdt'. 
0 v 

The generalized heat flux q6 is defined by 

(4.7) q8(r, t) = -n(r)[kgrad8](r, t) 

(same form for q'P with () replaced by lJI), where n is the external normal of the boundary 
S of volume V. 

The solution 0 appears in an implicit form in Eq. ( 4.6). The first three terms in the second 
member of Eq. (4.6) take, respectively, account of beat deposit by the source term H, 
initial conditions 0 (r, 0) and thermal boundary conditions involving the temperature 0 
and the gradient q6 on boundary S. 

The last term where 0 appears as an implicit unknown, involves the heterogeneous 

parts Ce and k of heat capacity and conductivity tensor. 

4.2. Recapitulation of the governing equations 

Equation (3.15), 

(4.8) 

or its equivalent form (see p. 3.3) 

e!n = E~!- ( e~"- E~:) + F mniJ * [ CtJkl e:,- Cfikl( e:,- E~,a)] 

which were derived from the equilibrium equations (2.3), in the case of an infinitely extended 
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medium, with the Duhamel-Neumann law (2.1) still remains valid at each instant. Let 
us recall that the thermal strain is related to the temperature field () by 

(4.9) e:,(r,t) = ak1(r)O(r,t). 

The tensor F m,11 is related through the formula (3.14) to the Green tensor G of the boundary 
problem for an infinitely extended homogeneous elastic medium whose elastic coefficients 

C;~"' differ from C;J"' by C,i"'" 
Our aim is to show that the system of equations (4.8), (4.9), (4.6) (representative of the 

constitutive law of the material) can be reduced to a form which exhibits the viscoelastic 
behaviour. We simplify the integral equation (4.6) governing the evolution of temperature 
by neglecting the three following terms: 

a) We assume that the body consists of N grains embedded in an infinitely extended 
matrix with uniform properties C0

, k0,e~0 , C~ (see justification in paragraph (3.4) which 
involves the use of aN-sites self-consistent scheme). 

In the sequel the uniform quantities C0
, k0,<~0 , C~, E correspond to the homogeneous 

equivalent medium. In such a case it can be shown (Appendix 1) that the elementary solu
tion tp has the following form: 

'P(r, t/r', t') = 'P(r-r', t-t') 

(4.10) and 

'P(r, t) = [ldet(C~/41)1]! (41It)- 312exp [- C~"!:,.x,]. 
Let us note the boundary properties: 

'l'(r, t) = 0 and q'l'(r, t) = 0 for r located at infinity. 

Still supposing that the matrix is infinitely extended, we neglect the contribution of the 
heat boundary-fluxes q8 and q., at the location of the cluster. It appears that the third term 
in Eq. (4.6) disappears. 

b) The evolution of initial temperature is described by the term 

J 'P(r-r', t)O(r' O)dr'. 
v 

This term becomes almost stationary for large time and does not create thermomechanical 
irreversibility. So we can neglect it for our purposes. 

c) The last term in Eq. (4.6) also disappears for a material whose thermal properties 
Ce and k are assumed to be homogeneous: 

Ce = 0, 

k = 0. 

We only assume that the following properties are nonuniform: 

C "# 0, ci "# 0 and ~ # 0. 

Let us note that the general problem, without these simplifications, can be solved for the 
granular material, but the algebra is more complicated. 
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From our simplifications Eq. (4.6) reads with H given by Eq. (4.2) 

(4.11) O(r, t) = - J J 'P(r-r', t-t')T0 {JlJ(r')eiJ(r', t')dr'dt' 
0 " 

and it follows after substitution in the Duhamel law (2.1) that 
t 

(4.12) (Jii(r, t) = CtJkl(r)ekt(r, t)+(JtJ(r) J j'P(r-r', t-t')T0 {Jk1 (r')e~c1 (r', t')dr'dt' 
0 " 

which is a nonlocal e) hereditary constitutive law. 

4.3. Granular material 

We adopt the same discretization scheme as in Sect. 3.4 for the cluster constituted of N 
grains embedded in the homogeneous equivalent medium. In each grain, say (X, the total 
strain e(r, t) and temperature O(r, t) may be approximated by their mean values: 

(4.13) Eex(t) = ~ J E(r, t)dVex, 
ex Vex 

Oex(t) = ~ J O(r, t)dVex. 
ex Vex 

(4.14) 

The thermal strain~ and the elastic strain Eecx are also assumed uniform in grain (X: 

E11ex(t) = a_«(Jex(t), 

Eex(t) = E"ex(t)+Eeex(t). 
(4.15) 

Under these assumptions, the discretized form of Eq. (3.38) in terms of Eeex and (~-E11)ex 

still remains valid at each instant 

N 

e:f!(t) = E!n(t)-(e:f;,-E::,n)(t)+ ~ F!~,J[CfJ~c,e:~-C;~"'(e:T-E;,)](t). 
ex=l 

Recalling that the integral equation (3.15) (or (4.8)) is equivalent to Eq. (3.30), we would 
rather work with the following discretized form of Eq. (4.8) which appears in terms of the 
piecewise uniform functions Eex and Eaex: 

N 

(4.16) fJ _ E + '\1 F:fJex {C ... ex ex ccx aoc) 
Emn - mn L.J mnij ijkl Ekz- ijklE kl 

cx=l 

for ((J = I , ... , N) (2). 

(1) Stress at point r depends on values of strains in the entire volume V. 
(2) Let us note that the equivalent integral equation (3.38) in terms of the deviation of the pure local 

thermal and elastic strains was first necessary to justify finite summations over the N representative grains 
embedded in the infinitely extended equivalent medium. 
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Substituting the expression of£ from 

N 

E(r) = ..J; E" L1"(r) 
y=l 

in the heat integral equation ( 4.11) gives 

I N 

(4.17) O(r, t) = - J T0 }; {Jf1 er1(t') f IJI(r-r', t- t')LJY (r')dr' dt'. 
0 y=l tJ 

From thi swe deduce the mean value oa. of temperature on a grain oc: 

N t 

(4.18) ()CX(t)= ~a. f O(r,t)L1a.(r)dr= ~[ -ToPrif erj(r)IJICXY(t-r)dr], 
Ya. y=l 0 

where lJI«Y is a coupling term function characterizing the influence of grain y on grain oc: 

(4.19) lJI«'~'=(t,r) :a. J JP(r-r',t-r)dr'dr. 
v, VIZ 

Then Eq. (4.16) takes the form 
N N I 

(4.20) e~,.(t) = E'""(t) + .2; r~:lj [ Cijkl e~, + Cij," oc:, .2; Tofl';q J E~q( T) '?'~'(t- r)dT]. 
a.-1 ,.... 0 

This is an integra-differential system where the EfJ are theN tensorial unknowns and 
where the macroscopic deformation E(t) is known by assumption. As£~ depends linearly 
upon E, it appears that 

I 

(4.21) e~j(t) = J J~"1(t- r)Ek,( -r)d-r, 
0 

where Jf1" 1(t) are creep localization tensors. 
Let us consider the following special case: 

(4.22) 

we denote by ~(t- r) the Dirac function at T. Then, putting Eq. (4.22) in the law (4.21) gives 

ef/j(t) = Jf}a.TJ(t- t'). 

It follows that Jf1a.TJ(t- t') is the total strain in grain p at time t, resulting from a macro
scopic Dirac input applied at timet' having the form (4.22) . 
.._ The localization law ( 4.21) has the same form as the elastic localization law: 

(4.23) ef/1 = A~iklEk, 

but in Eq. (4.21) we have an integral taking account of the past history of the applied 
macro deformation E. It is easy to derive the stress in grain oc as a function of E using 
(4.18), (4.21) and the discretized form of the Duhamel-Neumann law (2.1): 
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Substituting e11 from Eq. (4.21) and 0 from Eq. (4.18), we obtain 

t N t 

(4.24) (/fj(t) = cr)tf (J J:lmra(t- T)£m11( T)dT] + ~J [2 Tof3;q J e;q{ T) Y"f«Y(t- T)dT]. 
0 y=l 0 

In the sense of the time derivation of distributions (ScHWARTZ [21D, the last term of this 
expression reads (with the boundary condition (4.10)) 

\ 

N t 

fli1 2 Tof3;tl J e;9(T)Pa"(t- T)dT 
,.... 0 

which becomes, by substituting again e;q(T) from Eq. (4.21), 

N t T 

fli1 2 To~q J P'«Y(t- T) fj .Ppqmra(T- -r')E,..,.(-r')d-r') d-r. 
)'=1 0 0 

Then, Eq. (4.24) becomes 
t 

dfj(t) = f CfjklJ:,m,(t- T)Em11(T)dT 
0 

t 1' N 

+ f f 2 [Tofftj~qipa."(t- r).Ji;qmrr(T- T')Em,(T'))d-r'dT. 
0 0 a.=l 

Adopting the following notation: 
N 

Kf}mn(t, t') = C'fJ~:,J:,m11 (t)o(t')+ 2 Tofli}~qip«"(t)J;qmrr(t') 
y=l 

the preceding complicated result may be written as 

(4.25) 
t T 

afj(t) = J J Br1m,(t- 1:, 1:- r')Em11(T')dr'dr. 
0 0 

This expression appears to be a linear functional with argument Em•· 
We thus obtain a localization law through the formula (4.25) by which we have access 

to the macroscopic law 
t T 

1:1}(1) = f f BtJmn(t-7:, 7:-T')Em,.(T')d-,;'dT. 
0 0 

This reJation has the form of a macroscopic viscoelastic law where Ell is given by 

N 

1:11 = ( a11) = 2 ; ai1 
a=-1 

and 
N 

BtJmn(t- 7:, T- T') = 2 ; lftjmn(t- 7:, T- T'). 
cc•l 
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Noting that we have obtained, for an infinitely extended medium, integral equations 
which involve convolution products in space and time, we point out that a more complex 
mathematical treatment of these products (see ScHWARTZ [21], where a formalism for 
finite domains is also investigated) would establish also this analogy with a macroscopic 
viscoelastic behaviour and without assuming the restriction (4.2c) on the fluctuations of 
thermomechanical properties (e.g. uniformity of specific heat and of conductivity-tensor 
but only space-dependence of the elasticity coefficients).! 

In the same spirit, the hypothesis (4.2.b) (e.g., initial temperature is zero) is not of 
crucial importance because the initial thermal gradients have, after a short time, a negli
gible contribution to thermoelastic coupling. 

To conclude, let us comment on the two parts of restriction (4.2a): 
1. The hypothesis of a great size of the matrix is not in fact necessary to prove macro

scopic viscoelasticity: it allows us to obtain the classical integral equations in terms of the 
Green tensor of elasticity and of the elementary solution of heat equation for an infinitely 
extended homogeneous medium; it also leads us to a natural resolution scheme based 
on a self -consistent method with respect to the granular microstructure. 

2. The second part (e.g., thermal insulated boundaries) which appears here as a con
sequence of the assumed great size of the matrix is in fact essential and constitutes the key 
argument of this work. The justification relies upon the classification of thermal gradients 
given by ZENER [26]: 

the first type of thermal fluctuation, at the scale of the body, is related to boundary 
conditions: this is a macroscropic thermal difference; 

the second one, at the grain scale, results from the material heterogeneity. 
We have thus eliminated thermal gradients due to macroscopic causes in order to 

focus our attention on thermal currents which result only from the material heterogeneity. 
In that way, and using a discretization of integral equations adjusted to ellipsoidal grains, 
we have shown that thermoelastic coupling combined with thermal conduction acting 
from grain to grain confers to a heterogeneous granular material a macroscopic viscoelastic 
behaviour. 

Other techniques may also be investigated. For consideration, MOLINARI and ORTIZ 

[17] have used Fourier transformation of the set of linearized coupled partial differential 
equations of thermoelasticity for the general heterogeneous material. The macroscopic
viscoelastic behaviour has been proved, keeping in mind the hypothesis of thermal insulated 
boundaries. 

Appendix 1. Form of the elementary solution Oani s (z, t) of the heat equation for an infinitely 
extended homogeneous anisotropic body 

We denote by z1 , z2 , z3 the components of the position vector z and we assume that 
the elementary solution oiso of heat equation for an infinitely extended homogeneous. 
isotropic body is known. In fact, ScHWARTZ [2I] and SoBOLEV [22] have shown that 

(I) () ( ) I -z2f4t 
lso z, t = (4Ilt)3f2 e ' 
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where 

(2) 
(}() [ ()2 ()2 ()2 ] 
~ (z, t) = ~+~+~ (Jiso(Z, t). 

ut UZt uz2 uz3 

We can find Banis (z, t) which verifies 

(3) oB.nts ( t) - ko 02 
({l ( t)) -~-~- Z, - i} Vanis Z, 

u oz, OZJ 
A 

by using Fourier's transformation F. Let us note (Jaois the transform of (Jaois by F. We have 

8aois(z, t) ~ (Jaois(~, t). 

Equation (3) becomes in the transformed space 
A 

(4) oB;ts (~, t)+4Il2~,~Jk?JB:nis(~, t) = 0. 

In the ~ space we define the vector X by the transformation 

(5) ~=AX (equivalent to:~, = A1mXm), 

where A is the matrix which verify 

(6) 

or in matrix notation, 

(7) AkA= I. 

In most cases the conductivity matrix is a positive symmetric matrix and consequently 
admits an inverse matrix k- 1 of components kbi. 

(8) 

Then, by substituting~ from Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), we obtain 

O A A 

(9) -iJt Baals(~, t)+4Il2 o,mXlXm()anls(~, t) = 0. 

Let us note (this will be later justified) 
A A 

(10) Btso(X, 1) = (Janis(~, t) 

so that Eq. (9) becomes 

(II) 

By using the inverse Fourier transformation p-t 

Eq. (II) becomes 

aB ( 02 02 02 ) 
~- ~+~+~ Biso(Z, 1) = 0. 

ut uzl uz2 uz3 

This is the heat equation (2) in an isotropic body. It justifies our previous notation (10) 
which is equivalent to the composition of functions, 

(12) 
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Let us recall the relation between the composition symbol o and Fourier's transformation 
(Vo KHAC KOAN [24]: 

(13) " ----==-(Jho o A- 1 = jdetAj0150 o A 

so that by substituting Eq. (12) and by linearity ofF 
" -------;., 

(14) Oanis = jdetA!Olso o A. 

By inverting Eq. (14) 

Oanls = !detAIOtso 0 A. 
The functionnal equality leads, after substitution ofOtso from Eq. (1), to 

Oants(Y, t) = ldetAj(41It)- 3/le-z:a/4', 

where the relation between the vectors z and y is 

(15) z = Ay. 
Then the scalar product z2 of Eq. (15) becomes 

(16) z2 = z · z = (Ay)(Ay) = A,mAm,y,y,. 

By using Eq. (8) in Eq. (16) we substitute the new expression of z2 in Eq. (15) and we 
observe as a consequence of Eq. (8) that 

Vldetk- 1
1 = !detAI 

so that Eq. (15) becomes 

(17) 

Then, by simple translation of the vector x and linearity with the coefficient C~ in Eq. (3), 
we can deduce that the expression 1p as 

'P(x-x', I-I') = [I det( c~ k:/)11''2 ( 4llt)- l/lexp [ ;7~ ~· (xM- x~)(x,- x;)] 

is the solution of the equation 

{18) C O 0'J' ( t ') kO 0
2 

ITf( t ') • - x-x,t-t = 11 r1x-x,t-t 
ot ox, ox1 

which is equivalent in a generalized sense to Eq. (4.4). 

Appendix 2. Integral equation governing the evolution of the solution of heat equation 

Let us recall the two following equations from which we derive the required integral 
equation. The heat equation with the presence of a source term H is given by 

(I) oO 0 [ oO ] C4(r) Tt (r, t) = ox, k 11(r) oxJ (r, t) + H(r, t). 

The elementary solution "P of this equation is defined by 

(2) C.0 o':J'P (r' tfr', t') = k?J 0°
2

~
1 

(r' tfr', t') + l5(r- r') l5(t- t'), 
ut x1 x1 
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where P verifies the principle of causality: 

(3) 1JI(r, tfr', t') = 0 for t ~ t'. 

It means that the time at which we observe the temperature produced by the r'-located 
heat source is always after the date t' at which that source was instantaneously created. 

Our process starts with searching two expressions of the following integral: 

(4) 

, I 'l'(r, 1 lr', t') a~; [ kiJ(r') :~ (r', t') 1 l 
I(r, t) = J J dV'dt'. 

0 y -O(r', t') a~; k,j(r') a~} 'Jf(r, llr', n] I 
In the first step we use Eq. (1) and the decomposition (4.3) of Ca and k: 

'Jf(r, llr', t') [ a~; { kiJ(r') a~} O(r'. t'))] = 'Jf(r, llr', I')[C,(r') iJ(r', 1') 

+C~O(r', t') -H(r', t')] 

and by using the equivalent expression of Eq. (2) SoBOLEV [22], (CHANG [7]) 

-Ca0 ~~ (r,tfr',t') = ':.1°, [k?1 ':.1°, P(r,tfr',t')]+t}(r-r')t}(t-t'). 
ut uXi uXJ 

We obtain from Eq. (2) 

O(r', t1 [ a~; [ k"(r') :~ (r, 1 I r', t1] = O(r', t1 [ a~; [ii:(r') a~} 'Jf (r, 1 I r', t1] 
+O(r',l') [- 6(r-r')6(1-1')- C~ ~~ (r, tlr', t')] 

so that Eq. (4) reads 

t 

(5) /(r, t) = J J B(r', t')t}(r-r')t}(t-t')dr'dt' 
0 v 

t 

+ c~ I I [ ~;, (r, llr', I')O(r', I')+ ~:. (r', t')'l'(r, tlr', l')dr'dt'] 
0 v 

, C,(r') [ 'l'(r, llr', I') :~ (r', t')]- ['Jf(r, llr', I') H(r', I')] 

+ J J dr'dt. 
0 v - [ a~; (k"(r') a~} 'Jf(r, llr', t')] O(r', 1') 

The first term of Eq. (5) may be written by definition of the Dirac function: 

t 

J J B(r', t')t}(r-r')t}(t-t')dr'dt' = B(r, t). 
0 v 

7 Arch. Mech. Stos. 2{90 
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By time integration of the second term of Eq. (5), we obtain 

t 

c~ f f [ ~;, (r. 1/r', I')IJ(r', t')+ ::. (r', I') 'l' (r. I I r'. l')dr' dl' 
0 v 

t 

= Ce0 1· f ~' [P{r, tfr', t')O(r', t')]dr'dt' 
0 v 

= C~ j [P(r, tjr', t) O(r', t)- P(r, t/r', O)O(r', O)]dr'. 
v 

Then, due to the principle of causality (3), we write for the second term 

- C8° J P(r, t/r', O)O(r', O)dr'. 
v 

The conclusion of this first step is that we can use the following expression of l(r, t): 

(6) J(r, t) = O(r, t)- C~ f P(r, tjr', 0) O(r', O)dr' 
v 

+I
t J ( C,(r') [ 'l'(r, 1/r', 1') ~:. (r', t')]- ['l'(r, t/r', t')H(r', 1')] 

dr'dt. 

o v - :, (ku(r') :~ P(r, t/r', t')) O(r', t') 
uXi UXj 1 

In the second step we use the second Green's formula together with Eq. (4) to obtain 

t 

I(r, t) = J f [P(r, t/r', t')n~ ku(r') a~' (r', t') 
0 s j 

-IJ(r', t')n;k" a:} 'l'(r, tfr', t')]dS'dt'. 

We denote by q0 and qiJ' the following expressions of generalized heat flux: 

a 
qo(a, t) = -n1 kiJ -~- O(a, t), 

uX1 

q~(r, tfa', t') = -n~kiJ -J-, P(r, tfa', t'), 
ux1 

where n1(nD is the component of the external normal at point a(a') of the boundary S. 
With this notation we have 

t 

(7) I(r, t) = J J [O(a', t')q~(r, tfa', t')- P(r, tfa', t')q~(a', t')]da' dt'. 
0 s 

By comparing the two expressions of J(r, t), Eq. (6) and (7), we obtain the required 
integral equation ( 4.6): 
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I 

fJ(r, t) = C~ J P(r, t/r', O)fJ(r', O)dr' + J f P(r, t/r', t')H(r', t')dr'dt' 
v 0 v 

t 

+ [ J [a~; (ku(r') a~} 'P(r, t/r', t')) 8(r', t') 

- ao ] -C8 (r')P(r, t/r', t') ot' (r', t') dv'dt' 

I 

+ J J [fJ(a', t')q~(r, t/a', t')-'P(r, tfa', t')q~(a', t')]da'dt'. 
0 s 

Appendix 3. Presentation of the linear system (3.36) in a matrix form 

TheN equations of the linear system (3.36) take on the following form for fJ = 1 toN: 

N 

(I) e{J _ Ee ( afJ Ea )+ "r{Ja. [C-a. ea. co ( aa. Ea)] 
Bmn - mn- Bmn- mn ~ mnii ijkl ekl - ijkl ekl - ld ' 

a.=l 

where theN unknowns are the elastic strains £ef3 for fJ = 1 toN (we consider here that the 
tensor C0 is given for example from the computation of the implicit equation deduced 
from the self-consistency condition). 

Recalling the formula (3.41) of tensor la.fJ 

(2) la.{J = ba.pl, 

where ba.p is the Kronecker symbol and 1 the fourth order unit tensor 

1 
lijke = T ( btk b11+ il b}k), 

we get from Eq. (1) and (2) the approximate strain localization law: 

N N 

(3) 2 [la.fl_rtJa.ca.]£ea. = Ee- 2 [Ifla.+rPa.co](£aa._Ea). 
a.=l a.=l 

If we denote by [e:e]t the transpose of the matrix 

[(ef]), (ei]), ... , (eij), ... , (ei.f)], 

Eq. (3) becomes 

(4) 

where the matrices 

are formed with blocks 

(lf)kl- rrr·mn C~nkl)' (Eie)' (lf)kl + FfJ';nn c~~kl)' ( e:,- Ef,). 

7• 
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The solution of the, system is written 

(5) 

which describes the field of elastic deformation £e as a function of the elastic and thermal 
components of the macroscopic strain and of the local thermal strains field. Total deforma
tion is given by 

and local stresses 
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